Planetary Science Subcommittee Meeting
February 26, 2007
Fiesta Inn Resort
2100 South Priest Dr.
Tempe, AZ 85282

26 February (8:00 AM – 6:00 PM)

8:00  Welcome & Administrative Matters  Sean Solomon, Michael Meyer

8:15  Planetary Science Division Update  Jim Green
      • Program overview
      • Overview of Discovery selections
      • Outcome of divisional R&A retreat
      • Update on NEOO transition
      • Update on integration of DSN into SOMD
      • Effects of possible NSF shutdown of Arecibo
      • Outcome of NEO Analysis of Alternatives
      • Impact of new SSE Roadmap
      • FY07 and FY08 budget outlook
      • Overview of outer solar system concept studies.
      • PSD responses to PSS & NAC recommendations

9:45  Break

10:00 Mars Exploration Program Update  Doug McCuistion
       • Program overview including discussion of budget situation
       • Overview of Mars Scout selections
       • Current planning for 2013 launch opportunity
       • Analysis of loss of MGS: causes and effects

11:00 Discussion  Sean Solomon

12:00 Lunch

1:00  Analysis Group Reports
       • VExAG  Janet Luhmann
       • LEAG  Clive Neal
       • MEPAG  Ray Arvidson
       • OPAG  Fran Bagenal
       • CAPTEM  Chip Shearer
       • FEAT  Art Snoke

3:30  Presentation by NASA Administrator

4:30  Discussion and Preparation of Recommendations  Sean Solomon

6:00  Adjourn